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01. Introduction  
 

On January 12, 2023, the EU Regulation n. 2022/2560 on foreign subsidies distorting the internal market (“FSR”) 

entered into force. The FSR is a new legislative tool combining elements of State aid, merger control, public 

procurement and trade defence provisions, which empowers the European Commission (“EC”) to carry out 

ex ante suspensory reviews of public tender procedures and M&A and JV transactions involving companies 

that have been granted subsidies by extra-EU countries (“foreign subsidies”). 

 

More specifically, the FSR entrusts the EC with the duty to control foreign subsidies, also ex officio, and 

establishes: 

 

i. A prior notification obligation – on the merging parties, the undertaking(s) acquiring control and the 

economic operators participating in the public tender,1 including the main subcontractors and suppliers 

– in relation to M&A transactions and public procurement bids involving undertakings that receive 

foreign financial contributions above certain thresholds, and  

 

ii. A prohibition to close notifiable transactions or award the contract in public bids until the EC has 

rendered its final decisions (standstill obligation).  

 

The EC may launch investigations as of July 12, 2023 and notification and standstill obligations will become 

effective as of October 12, 2023. Therefore, undertakings have few months to:  

 

i. Put in place a system to monitor and quantify foreign financial contributions at group level; 

 

ii. Check whether they meet the notification thresholds under the FSR by conducting an audit of foreign 

financial contributions they have been granted with, at group level, since July 2018 to cover the relevant 

EC review period, and 

 

iii. Assess whether the above financial contributions qualify as foreign subsidies and may have distortive 

effects and/or positive effects that could be invoked. 

 

02. EC’s tools and thresholds 
 

Under the FSR, the EC has been granted with three main tools to control foreign subsidies. The first tool applies 

to mergers, acquisitions and the creation of joint ventures, the second to public tenders, while the third covers 

both fields by allowing the EC to act on its own initiative, also through market investigations. 

 

As per the M&A notification tool, it provides for a new mandatory and suspensory review process in case of 

mergers, acquisitions or creation of full-function JVs. Concentrations that meet the two thresholds below are 

subject to the notification and standstill obligations: 

 

                                              

1 Economic operators participating in a public procurement procedure shall notify the contracting authority/entity, which 

shall transfer the notification to the EC. Should the notification thresholds not be met, the undertakings concerned should 
still list in a declaration all foreign financial contributions receiv ed and confirm that they are not notifiable under the FSR. 
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o Turnover threshold – depending on the case, at least one of the merging undertakings, the acquired 

undertaking or the joint venture shall be established in the EU and shall generate an aggregate turnover 

of at least EUR 500 million in the EU; and 

 

o Financial contribution threshold – the undertakings concerned (e.g., the acquirer and the target, the 

merging entities or the JV and its parent companies) were granted combined aggregate foreign 

financial contributions of more than EUR 50 million from third countries over the three years preceding 

the conclusion of the agreement or the acquisition of a controlling interest (Articles 20 ff. FSR).  

 

Given the lack of a worldwide combined turnover threshold, it may well be that transactions that will not 

trigger a merger control filing obligation under the EU Merger Regulation will still be subject to a notification 

requirement under the FSR. 

 

As with the EU merger control process, the Commission will have 25 working days (“WD”) from the filing of a 

complete notification to review the transaction in Phase 1 and 90 WD from the opening of a Phase 2 in-depth 

investigation to adopt a decision. This period shall be further extended by 15 WD where the undertaking 

concerned offers commitments. 

 

Pursuant to Article 28 FSR, the public procurement notification tool applies to undertakings engaged in 

relatively large public tenders in EU Member States (i.e., involving public procurement contracts worth at least 

EUR 250 million) that have been granted aggregate foreign financial contributions of at least EUR 4 million per 

third country. The relevant companies shall include the bidder, its subsidiaries and holding company, as well 

as the main subcontractors and suppliers involved in the same tender, which must notify the EC all foreign 

financial contributions received in the three years preceding their participation in the tender. Where a public 

procurement procedure is divided into lots, notification is required if the aggregate value of the lots for which 

the undertaking concerned is bidding exceeds EUR 125 million.  

 

Investigations in public procurement cases can take up to 130 WD. During the preliminary review (20 WD from 

the notification, which may be extended by 10 WD) and the in-depth investigation (110 WD from the 

notification, with a potential extension of 20 WD), the contract cannot be awarded to any company, 

including, arguably, those which are not subject to an investigation.  

 

The EC may also request notifications of below-the-thresholds concentrations and public procurement cases 

before implementation/awarding on suspicion that foreign subsidies have been granted to the undertakings 

concerned. 

 

Under the FSR, the EC may also (i) investigate foreign financial contributions ex officio to assess if there is a 

distortive non-EU subsidy and (ii) impose remedies (e.g., recovery of aid, divestments, access commitments). 

The EC can assess subsidies granted up to 10 years before the beginning of the investigation, including in the 

five years preceding the FSR’s effective date. There is no deadline for the EC to complete its investigation 

(Articles 9 ff. FSR). 

 

The FSR also includes a general market investigation tool that the EC may use ex officio in a wide range of 

market situations (Article 36 FSR). The EC may open investigations over foreign subsidies’ regimes whenever it 

suspects that they may affect the operation of companies established or active in the EU. Examples may 

include subsidised investments in the energy sector or the provision of subsidised loans to companies active 

in the EU.  
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03. The notion of foreign subsidies 
 

The FSR provides a very broad definition of foreign subsidy. For a measure to qualify as foreign subsidy, four 

cumulative conditions shall be met, which are akin to those provided under the EU state aid regime, as 

included in brackets below (Article 3 and recitals 11 to 15 of the FSR).  

 

Nevertheless, under the FSR, companies are required to notify all support measures that qualify as “foreign 

financial contributions” – i.e. all measures that meet only the first condition below – regardless of whether they 

fulfil the other conditions or not and, thus, they constitute “foreign subsidies”. It would then be for the EC to 

establish whether the relevant measures qualify as “foreign subsidies”. Hence, foreign financial contributions 

will be subject to a wider ex ante scrutiny than support measures under the EU state aid regime. 

  

The notion of foreign subsidy encompasses:  

 

1. “[F]inancial contribution[s]”, which is a very broad notion covering, inter alia, the transfer of funds or 

liabilities,2 the foregoing of revenue that is otherwise due3 and the provision or purchase of goods or 

services (aid […] in any form whatsoever); 

 

2. “[P]rovided directly or indirectly by a third country” (imputability and state resources), which, in turn, 

includes the central government and other public authorities, as well as state-owned enterprises and 

private entities whose actions can be attributed to the third country.  

 

3. Which “confer[…] a benefit to an undertaking engaging in an economic activity in the internal market” 

which “could not have been obtained under normal market conditions”, a requirement that should be 

determined, inter alia, on the basis of comparative benchmarks, including the investment practice of 

private investors (the market economy operator principle).  

 

4. And which are “limited, in law or in fact, to one or more undertakings or industries” (selectivity), i.e., they 

target one or a limited number of undertakings or sectors. 

 

04. Distortion in the internal market and balancing test 
 

Once the existence of a foreign subsidy is established, the EC shall assess, on a case-by-case basis, whether 

it distorts the internal market by improving the competitive position of the undertaking concerned. For that 

purpose, Articles 4 and 5 of the FSR provide a number of presumptions and a non-exhaustive list of indicators.  

 

The latter include the amount and nature of the subsidy, the characteristics of the undertaking, markets and 

sectors concerned, the level and evolution of the economic activity of the beneficiary on the internal market, 

the purpose and conditions attached to the foreign subsidy and its use on the internal market.  

 

As per the indicative list of categories of foreign subsidies that are most likely to distort the internal market 

(negative presumptions), they encompass subsidies granted to undertakings in difficulty, directly facilitating 

a concentration or enabling the submission of an unduly advantageous tender, as well as unlimited 

                                              
2 E.g., capital injections, grants, loans, loan guarantees, fiscal incentiv es, the setting off of operating losses, compensation 
for financial burdens imposed by public authorities, debt forgiv eness, debt to equity swaps or rescheduling. 

3 E.g., tax exemptions or the granting of special or exclusiv e rights without adequate remuneration. 
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guarantees for debts or liabilities and export financing measures in contravention of the OECD Arrangement 

on officially supported export credits. 

 

An absolute presumption of non-distortion of competition is, instead, established in respect to de minimis aid 

– i.e., where the total amount of a foreign subsidy to an undertaking per third country does not exceed EUR 

200.000 over any period of three fiscal years.  

 

Foreign subsidies are also unlikely to cause distortions in the internal market where the total amount per 

undertaking does not exceed EUR 4 million over any consecutive period of three years or where it is aimed at 

making good the damage caused by natural disasters or exceptional occurrences. 

 

Under Article 6 FSR, should a distortion in the internal market be established, just like with the compatibility 

assessment under the EU State aid regime, the EC shall perform a balancing test to weigh negative and 

potential positive effects of the foreign subsidy, including those related to the policy objectives of the Union. 

 

05. Redressive Measures, Commitments and Fines 
 

Where the negative effects outweigh the positive ones, Article 7 of the FSR empowers the EC to prohibit the 

transaction or the award of the contract, or otherwise to impose redressive measures/accept commitments 

that fully and effectively remedy the distortion actually or potentially caused by the foreign subsidy in the 

internal market.  

 

A non-exhaustive list of such measures and commitments, which encompasses both structural and 

behavioural remedies, includes the divestment of assets, a reduction of capacity or market presence, 

changes to the governance structure, requiring to dissolve closed concentrations, repaying the foreign 

subsidy, granting third parties access to infrastructures, etc. 

 

 

The EC may also impose fines for (i) procedural infringements such as breaches of the prior notification and 

stand-still requirements (up to 10% of the aggregate worldwide turnover of the undertakings concerned at 

group level, plus default interest for each working day of delay), and (ii) incorrect, incomplete or misleading 

information (up to 1% of the above aggregate turnover), as well as periodic penalty payments (Articles 17, 26 

and 33). 
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EU, Antitrust and Regulation Department  
 
The EU, Antitrust and Regulation Department of Legance is available to provide any clarifications, also in 
respect of any specific situation which may be of interest to you. 

 

For further information please reach out to: 
 

 

Vito Auricchio 

Partner 

+39 06.93.18.271 
+39 02.89.63.071 

vauricchio@legance.it 

 

 

Guendalina Catti De Gasperi 

Counsel 
+39 02.89.63.071 gcattidegasperi@legance.it 

 

 
or your direct contact at Legance. 

 

Contacts 
 
Milan Via Broletto, 20 – 20121 – T +39 02 89 63 071  

Rome Via di San Nicola da Tolentino, 67 – 00187 – T +39 06 93 18 271 
London Aldermary House, 10 – 15 Queen Street – EC4N 1TX – T +44 (0)20 70742211 
  

info@legance.it – www.legance.com 

 

 

The firm 
 

Legance is an independent Italian law firm with expert, active and result-oriented lawyers, with a strong team 
spirit that has permitted a flexible and incisive organisational model that, through departments active in all 
practice areas of business law, offers the right balance between the specialist and the lawyer as a global 
consultant. Legance comprises more than 300 lawyers, working in its Milan, Rome and London offices, and 
has a diverse and extensive practice covering the following areas: Administrative; Banking & Finance; 
Compliance; Corporate Finance; Data Protection; Debt Capital Markets; Dispute Resolution; Employment 
and Industrial Relations; Energy, Project & Infrastructure; Environmental; Equity Capital Markets; ESG and 
Impact; EU, Antitrust and Regulation; Financial Intermediaries Regulations; Food; Insurance; Intellectual 
Property; Investment Funds; Life Sciences & Healthcare; Non Performing Loans; Real Estate; Restructuring and 
Insolvency; Shipping, Aviation and Transportation; Tax; Telecommunications, Media and Technology; White 
Collar Crimes. For more information, please visit our website: www.legance.com. 
 

 

mailto:gcattidegasperi@legance.it
mailto:info@legance.it
http://www.legance.com/
http://www.legance.com/
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Disclaimer 
 
The only purpose of this Newslet ter is to provide general informat ion. It  is not  a legal opinion nor should it  be relied upon 

as a subst itute for legal advice. 

 
This Newslet ter is sent  to persons who have provided their personal data in the course of professional relat ions, meet ings, 

seminars, workshops or similar events. You may also receive this newslet ter because Legance was authorized. You may 

finally receive it , because you have engaged Legance. If you wish not  to receive the newslet ter anymore, please write 

an email to newslet ter@legance.it and you will be removed from the list  of recipients. Unt il you cancel yourself from the 

list  of recipients your personal data will be processed on paper or elect ronically for purposes which are related to the 
exist ing professional relations, or for informat ion and divulgation reasons, but are not  commun icated to third parties, unless 

such communicat ion is imposed by law or st rict ly necessary to carry out  the relat ion. Data controller is Legance – Avvocati 

Associati. The list  of the data processors is available if you write an email to client i.privacy@legance.it . In any event , you 

are ent it led to your rights as set forth in the current  data protect ion legislat ion. All the above requests must  be forwarded  

by mail  privacy@legance.it . 
Legance - Avvocat i Associat i and its partners are not  regulated by the Solicitors Regulat ion Authority ("SRA") and the SRA's 

compulsory insurance scheme does not  apply to them (they are instead covered by equivalent  Italian insurance). A list  

of the partners of Legance - Avvocat i Associat i is open to inspect ion at the office of it s London branch at Aldermary House 

10-15 Queen St reet  - EC4N1TX, and also on the following website ht tps://www.legance.com/professionals/. 

 

https://www.legance.com/professionals/

